Submitting Session Reports (timesheets)
Under CCSS you will submit attendances under CCS Session Reports in the Processing Menu

Your next screen that appears is similar to what you have previously been using

Your session reports will be listed under Draft/Failed Attendances and you will select the Submit All
Session Reports similar to CCMS

Once the session reports have been submitted they will move to Queried for Submission. CCSS has
changed how the Department receives this information and as a result it will take longer to move
through, please continue to refresh your screen to make sure sessions are moving over to Submitted
but not processed
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If the session have not moved we recommend trying to query the week ending to see if they update
by Query All Session Reports and select your approval and Authorise By. Then use the Query Critieria
and select Week Ending

If after this, and it has been overnight, and the session reports have still not moved from Submitted
but not Processed or Processing then you will need to contact CCS to see what status they have the
sessions reports in. If CCS state they are still processing then you will need to wait until they have
processed. However if CCS report they have been processed then you will need to contact the
Harmony support desk for us to investigate why they have not moved. If session reports are still
stuck in Queued for Submissions then you will need to contact the Harmony support desk for us to
investigate. This may invlove us contacting CCS to confirm the status or moving them back to draft
and re-submitting.

Errors from Failed Session Reports:
Common Errors as at 23/07/18:

This error indicates the educator linked to the sessions reports may not be linked under CCS or the
start date is not before the session.
To fix this you need to go to the educator record and check the following:
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•
•
•

Educator has a CSS role
It has been submitted
The start date is from 02/07/18

No active enrolment for this session:

This error indicates there is no CCS enrolment for the child you are trying to submit for.
To fix this you will need to go to the child’s record and under CCS Enrolment you will need to create
a CCS Enrolment

If however there is a CCS Enrolment you should also check the start and end date, does it fall in the
correct period you are trying to submit for? Is the correct parent/guardian selected on the
enrolment and booking.

No session on the CCS enrolment
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The below error indicates, the child has a CCS enrolment but no sessions have been submitted under
the enrolment

To fix this go to the child’s record and under the CCS Enrolment tab, view the enrolment and check
the Session tab and see if the sessions cover the sessions on the timesheets you are trying to submit

Unable to query the session

Under CCS we no longer have attendance ID to identify a session report, instead we have to rely on
enrolment ID and Week Ending date. As a result of this when we are querying it has made it difficult
to identify what session we are querying in CCS records and therefore we have varying times when
querying and not matching our records. You will need to contact the Harmony help desk to
assistance with these attendances until we can get a solution with the department.
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Error when submitting

This error occurs when the connection between Harmony Web and CCS is down. To fix this you just
simply need to re-submit the attendances again by either using the Submit All Session Reports all or
individually using the drop arrow at the end of the session.

Failed session report with the below error
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The session has actually gone through but it has not queried through the information back from CCS.
To fix this you will need to query the session by the Enrolment ID in the Query All Sessions

Querying Session Reports
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If this error occurs, it means there is already another query running in background for all sessions
and you need to wait until this has been completed and you have received a notification. However,
you can query a session individually by selecting the drop-down arrow at the end of the session.
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